Individuals differ in their motives and strategies to cooperate in social dilemmas. These differences are reflected by an individual's social value orientation: proselfs are strategic and motivated to maximize self-interest, while prosocials are more trusting and value fairness. We hypothesize that when deciding whether or not to cooperate with a random member of a defined group, proselfs, more than prosocials, adapt their decisions based on past experiences: they 'learn' instrumentally to form a base-line expectation of reciprocity. We conducted an fMRI experiment where participants (19 proselfs and 19 prosocials) played 120 sequential prisoner's dilemmas against randomly selected, anonymous and returning partners who cooperated 60% of the time. Results indicate that cooperation levels increased over time, but that the rate of learning was steeper for proselfs than for prosocials. At the neural level, caudate and precuneus activation were more pronounced for proselfs relative to prosocials, indicating a stronger reliance on instrumental learning and self-referencing to update their trust in the cooperative strategy.
Introduction
Greed and fear of betrayal are arguably two of the most important motives that impede cooperation in social dilemmas-situations in which there is a characteristic conflict between selfand collective interest. Ever since Pruitt and Kimmel's (1977) seminal paper researchers have been trying to identify those factors that account for the willingness to cooperate (to overcome greed) and the expectations of reciprocity (to reduce the fear of betrayal).
The willingness to cooperate has been shown to be highly heterogeneous among individuals and reflects a person's social value orientation (SVO; Van Lange, 2000) . Individuals with a prosocial value orientation have other-regarding preferences, prefer equal outcomes and cooperate readily in social dilemmas because they have internalized a moralistic, cooperative norm (Bogaert et al., 2008) . In contrast, individuals with a proself value orientation have self-regarding preferences, maximize selfinterest in social dilemmas and will, therefore, defect by default. However, there are many reports that proselfs will cooperate when there are extrinsic incentives that align self-interest with collective interest. This accomplishes a goal transformation whereby greed is no longer an obstacle to cooperation, leading proselfs to strategically cooperate (De Cremer and Van Vugt, 1999) . This is, for example, the case when dyadic interactions are repeated, allowing profits for both parties involved to accumulate over time (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1984) , when cooperation yields synergy by changing the pay-off structure from a mixed motive dilemma to a coordination task (Boone et al., 2010) , or when one's reputation is at stake (Simpson and Willer, 2008; Declerck et al., 2014) . fMRI studies furthermore corroborate that proselfs are more strategic and calculative when they make decisions, while prosocials are more willing to cooperate because they conform to social norms. When participants under the fMRI scanner were playing a series of social dilemma games with different incentive structures (Emonds et al., 2011) , only proselfs adapted their behavior in accordance with incentives, and this was accompanied by increased activation in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, a region implicated in cognitive control and cost/benefit analysis (Miller and Cohen, 2001) . Proselfs also showed more activation in the precuneus which is an important region in self-centered cognition (Kircher et al., 2000; den Ouden et al., 2005; Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) and the posterior superior temporal sulcus (pSTS), a region involved in comparing intentions of self vs others (Saxe and Wexler, 2005) and hence a crucial element in maximizing pay-offs for self. In contrast, prosocials showed more activation in the anterior portion of the STS, associated with routine, moral judgments (Borg et al., 2006) which suggests that they are more norm-compliant. In addition, when prosocials are treated unfairly, they show more amygdala and nucleus accumbens activity, even when they are under cognitive load (Haruno et al., 2014) . This further suggests that prosocials engage more in automatic decision making.
The influence of SVO has received less attention with respect to the second factor that determines cooperative decision-making, namely the expectations of reciprocity. According to the triangle hypothesis (reviewed in Bogaert et al., 2008) , proselfs are more likely to assume others are also proselfs, whereas prosocials have a more heterogeneous view of the social world. Accordingly proselfs would generally expect little reciprocity from game partners, while prosocials would rely on trust in order to decide whether or not to cooperate. This is corroborated by an experimental study showing that prosocials are indeed more likely to cooperate in a one-shot social dilemma game when they either have high dispositional trust, or when they have a chance to familiarize themselves with the game partner (Boone et al., 2010) . For proselfs, dispositional trust does not matter with respect to the decision to cooperate, and they are more likely to abuse trust signals if this is to their advantage (Emonds et al., 2014) .
However, there are many situations in which it does pay-off to trust partners. Whenever we find ourselves in new and transient groups that impose long-term collaboration, cooperation may be the best strategy leading to the most lucrative outcome, provided that there are sufficient other individuals in the group that are also cooperative. This is the case when we start to work in a new firm, join a sports club, or even purchase on e-bay. In these settings trust is a commodity that makes it possible to maximize self-interest. Such 'instrumental trust' could be acquired through reinforcement learning processes by which the base-rate of reciprocity in the group of interacting parties is established. We propose that 'learning to trust' in such situations is a strategy by which proselfs will adapt their rate of cooperation to the expected level of reciprocity.
To test this hypothesis, we conduct an fMRI study assessing the neural substrates of decision-making in a sequential prisoner's dilemma (PD) game where a cooperative decision of the first mover is only determined by the expectation of reciprocity and not by greed. We investigate if prosocials and proselfs differ in the underlying mechanism by which they are forming expectations of reciprocity in a transient group of anonymous partners and adapt their level of cooperation accordingly. If proselfs, more than prosocials, update their level of trust based on reinforcement learning, we expect this to be reflected by a relative greater increase in activation of the caudate nucleus, a subcortical region of the brain implicated in instrumental learning (O'Doherty et al., 2004) and updating behavior (King-Casas et al., 2005; Baumgartner et al., 2008; Waegeman et al., 2014) .
The sequential PD lends itself well to studying how expectations of reciprocity are formed. For the first mover, there is an incentive to cooperate because he or she can potentially earn more by cooperating, but this is contingent on the second player's decision to reciprocate. Because the decision of the first player is revealed to the second player, the second player cannot fare worse than the first player because a defect decision of the first player is unlikely to be positively reciprocated. This removes greed as a motive for the first player. By repeating the sequential PD interactions within a closed group of anonymous partners that return randomly, we simulate the occurrence of real-life transient groups in which cooperation can emerge because possible future interactions 'cast a shadow back on the present and thereby affect the current strategic cooperation' (Axelrod and Hamilton, 1984) . In this setting, it is possible for the first mover to establish the base-rate of reciprocity by relying on instrumental learning processes whereby each instance of positive reciprocation reinforces the presumption that cooperation is paying-off.
From agent-based simulations (Riolo et al., 2001 ) and laboratory experiments (Efferson et al., 2008) , we know that cooperation can emerge in large pools of anonymous partners that are randomly matched, and typically a stable equilibrium emerges with roughly 60% cooperators (Fischbacher et al., 2001; Bowles and Gintis, 2004; Kurzban and Houser, 2005; Balliet et al., 2009) . Similarly, the experiment of Kiyonari et al. (2000) indicated that second movers in a sequential PD reciprocated cooperation 62% of the times, which was much higher than the 38% cooperation in the simultaneously played PD. A plausible interpretation for this jump is that the 'reciprocal exchange' nature of the game, which is more salient in the sequential than in the simultaneous PD, provides a strategic incentive to cooperate (Kiyonari et al., 2000) , and this would be especially valuable for proself individuals (Simpson, 2004) .
In summary, the main hypothesis we test in this current study is that, given 60% reciprocation in a repeated and sequentially played PD, 'learning to cooperate' will be more pronounced for proselfs, and this will be reflected in the neural mechanisms (especially the caudate nucleus) that substantiate instrumental learning.
Methods

Participants
We recruited participants via e-mail, flyers, and web-based advertisements in which the study was introduced as an investigation of the brain areas that become activated during economic decision-making. We selected thirty-eight participants (22 females, average age ¼ 24.6, s.d. ¼ 4.5) based on (i) a medical screening questionnaire, to make sure the participant met all the safety criteria for MRI examination, and (ii) their SVO, assessed using the decomposed method (Van Lange et al., 1997) . This measure consists of nine items in which the participant can choose between three distributions of points allocated to oneself and an anonymous partner. Each of these distributions represents a particular social value orientation. We selected only those participants with a consistent prosocial or individualistic orientation (i.e. at least six out of the nine choices in the SVO questionnaire were consistent with that orientation). We refer to the individualistic orientation as 'proself'.
All procedures were approved by the medical ethics commission of the University of Antwerp. Debriefing occurred at the conclusion of the study by contacting participants by e-mail and referring them to a website where the intent, results and procedures of the experiment were fully explained.
Paradigm
Participants played the role of the first mover in a repeated and sequentially played PD with a number of different but returning partners while under the MRI scanner. A pay-off matrix of a PD game played between two people is shown in Figure 1 . When the game is played sequentially, the first mover can potentially earn more by cooperating, but this is contingent on the second mover's decision to reciprocate. If the second mover defects, the first mover loses more than if he/she had not cooperated. Thus, the participant's intent to cooperate in this game should be a function of the expected reciprocity rate of the partner pool. In this experiment, there were supposedly 25 partners and their decisions were, unbeknownst to the participant, computer-programmed to reciprocate cooperation in 60% of the cases. The program was such that there was never a cooperative decision after the participant chose to defect.
To increase the participants' believability that they were playing against real partners, they were first shown 25 pictures representing the alleged, anonymous partners. These pictures were obtained from people who previously participated in similar experiments and who approved that their pictures would be used for this purpose. Participants were told that, for each of the 120 trials they were to play under the scanner, they would be randomly matched with one of these 25 partners. Furthermore, they were made clear that their profit earned in each trial would depend upon the combination of their own choice and the choice made by the partner. During the game, the presumed partner was always identified with a number and not with the previously seen picture. Because these numbers corresponded to 25 possible partners, it was nearly impossible to keep track of returning partners.
Each participant received written instructions explaining that they were to play the first mover in a series of 120 PD games. To make sure all participants understood the pay-offs of the PD correctly, they had to answer three test questions correctly before starting the actual experiment. Once in the scanner, the 120 PD games were played in six rounds of twenty trials each, with a short break after each round. Within a round, participants could not be matched more than once with a certain partner.
The time sequence of the experiment is shown in Figure 2 . To avoid boredom, 25 different PD matrices were used, and no matrix is used more than once in a given round. The difference in pay-off between defection and cooperation after a cooperative decision was kept equal for each PD. The values in the game matrix represent points to be exchanged for money at the end of the experiment (1 point ¼ e0.02; average earnings: e9.32 þ e10.00 show-up fee). Participants indicated their choice (to cooperate or not) by pressing the corresponding button on the response box held in their right hand (Lumia model LU400, Cedrus, CA, USA). The allotted 8 s per trial proved sufficiently long, as the responses were successfully registered in 99% of the cases, and no-one missed more than six out of the 120 decisions. Stimulus presentation and response logging was conducted with the PresentationV R software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc, Albany, CA, USA).
This experiment was part of a larger study comprising two independent and different experiments using the same participant pool (the results of the first experiment are published elsewhere, see Emonds et al., 2014) . Because the participants received no feedback after the first experiment, it is highly unlikely that this would have affected the second experiment.
Modeling the learning effect
To test if participants are learning to trust and update their cooperation rate according to the 60% reciprocity feedback, we adopted two different methods. First we examined how behavior changes over time and plot the number of cooperative decisions as a function of trial number. Second, we tested how individuals update their decisions in function of their accumulated experiences in the game, using the Experience weighted attraction (EWA) learning model developed by Camerer and Hua Ho (1999) . This model (explained in more detail in the Supplementary material) computes attractions for each strategy that can be used in a game context (i.e. cooperate or defect in the prisoner's dilemma), and this attraction is updated after each trial (see equation (1) in the supplementary material). The attraction for cooperation is calculated by taking the sum of (i) a first term that accounts for previous attractions towards cooperation during the game, weighted by a free discounting parameter that weighs recent trials more heavily than earlier ones, and (ii) a second term that takes the actual or forgone payment of the trial in consideration. This sum is then normalized by dividing it by the discounted number of encounters that have taken place. To investigate how individuals adapt their behavior in function of how much they learned from their previous experience, it is the first term of the EWA equation that is of interest.
fMRI image acquisition
Images were collected with a 3 Tesla Siemens Trio scanner and an 8-channel head coil (Siemens, Erlangen, Germany). A T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition with gradient echo (MP-RAGE) protocol was used to create anatomical images (256 Â 256 matrix, 176 0.9 mm sagittal slices, field of view (FOV) ¼ 220 mm). Functional images were acquired using T2*-weighted echo planar imaging (EPI; repetition time (TR) ¼ 2400 ms, echo time (TE) ¼ 30 ms, 64 Â 64 image resolution, FOV ¼ 224 mm, 39 3 mm slices, voxel size ¼ 3.5 Â 3.5 Â 3.0 mm). Due to technical problems during the scanning procedure, the results of one participant were lost, leaving a total of 19 proselfs and 18 prosocials for image analysis.
fMRI data analysis
Image analysis of the 37 brain volumes (39 slices with a TR of 2.4 s) was conducted with Matlab (MATLAB and Statistics Toolbox) and the Statistical Parametric Mapping package (SPM8). Three general linear models (GLMs) were created for each participant. In each case, the blood oxygen level dependent (BOLD) signal was the dependent variable. The event of interest was the decision phase, defined as the time interval between the appearance of the slide depicting the PD matrix and the participant's response (Figure 2) . We did not differentiate between cooperation or defect decisions because we are interested in revealing the underlying neural correlates of learning which depends on previous experiences with both strategies. The actual decision is not important in this setting: one can learn to cooperate or defect, depending on the type of feedback that is given.
With the first GLM, we explore which brain regions are involved in the initial decision-making process of the first mover in the sequentially played prisoner's dilemma game, and we test if they differ between prosocials and proselfs who we presume have different underlying motives to cooperate. Here we consider only the decisions made during the first round (i.e. first 20 trials), because this is where we expect the difference in the intrinsic motivation to cooperate to differ between prosocials and proselfs. It is also the round in which in the difference in level of cooperation between prosocials and proselfs is the most significant (see Results section).
With the second and the third GLM, we investigate the neural correlates of learning (and how they differ between prosocials and proselfs), relying on the entire course of the experiment (i.e. the full 120 trials). We model 'learning to cooperate' in two different ways: by adding the trial number as parametric modulator (GLM 2), and by adding the learning term of the EWA model (GLM 3; see equation (3) in the Supplementary material).
For all three GLMs, all regressors were convolved with the hemodynamic response function. Six movement parameters were added to account for head movement in six dimensions. For each of the three models, we started by conducting a whole brain first level analysis for the contrast [decision-baseline] before conducting a second level analysis which further investigates possible interaction effects with SVO. For subsequent region of interest (ROI) analyses, we relied on independent coordinates derived from the maximum probability atlas of the human brain (Hammers et al., 2003) and from the AAL atlas (Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) .
Results
Behavioral data
For each group (proselfs and prosocials), we plotted the proportion of cooperative decisions in each of the 120 trials (Figure 3 . Furthermore, the overall proportion of cooperation increases throughout the experiment, and this learning effect is more pronounced for proselfs. To verify this statistically, we estimated a logistic regression model with random effects to account of the unobserved differences among the 38 participants with cooperative decision (coded 1, defect coded 0) in each of the 120 trials as the dependent variable. This corroborates that there is a significant effect of trial number (B ¼ 0.010, 95% CI [0.008-0.013], P value < 0.000, Wald v 2 ¼ 79.50)
but not of SVO (coded 0 for prosocials and 1 for proselfs). When adding the interaction term SVO * trial number to the regression model, we observe that the increase in cooperative decisions differs significantly for prosocials and proselfs (B ¼ 0.0066, 95% CI [0.002-0.011], P value ¼ 0.005, Wald v 2 ¼ 86.07), indicating that indeed proselfs are adapting their behavior over time more so than to prosocials. We repeated this analysis with the EWA estimated probability of making a cooperative decision instead of the observed decisions, and obtain very similar results (see Supplementary material and Figure S1 ). If prosocials have internalized a cooperative norm (making them less reliant on instrumental learning), we would expect A fixation cross marks the inter-trial interval which lasts between 1.5 and 4 s, after which a screen depicting the PD appears. Six seconds later, an indicator appears and stays on the screen for an additional 2 s, signaling the end of the participants' allotted time to make a decision. The decision phase can end earlier when one of the buttons is pressed. In between the decision phase and the feedback phase a screen appears for 2-4 s asking the participant to wait. The feedback phase starts when the screen revealing the partner response is shown, which lasts 3 s. them to respond more intuitively than proselfs, which would be noticed in shorter response latencies. Therefore, we plotted the average reaction times (RT) for proselfs and prosocials ( Figure  4) 
Functional MRI data
We first contrasted the decision phase with baseline activation during the first round (average of 20 trials) in the whole brain (using the first GLM). Clusters of significant activation (family wise error [FWE] corrected P value < 0.05, whole brain) are reported in Table 1 . We note that there is significant activation in the precuneus and insula, two regions of great interest in social decision making. Activation of the insula has been reported as a necessary component of overcoming betrayal aversion (Aimone et al., 2014) , while the precuneus is involved in self-referencing (Cavanna and Trimble, 2006) . The latter region would be especially important to proselfs (as shown in Emonds et al., 2011) , who we hypothesize are trusting instrumentally, because mutual cooperation is in their best interest. However, a subsequent whole brain analysis contrasting proselfs and prosocials during the decision phase in the first round did not yield any significant differences in brain activation, neither did an ROI on the precuneus (coordinates derived from Tzourio-Mazoyer et al., 2002) and the insula (coordinates derived from Hammers et al., 2003) . To investigate learning, the second and the third GLM took the decisions of each of the 120 trials into account. In the second GLM, we added the trial number as a parametric modulator and contrasted this with baseline. Results (FWE corrected P value < 0.05, whole brain) are listed in Table 2 . As hypothesized, we observe significant activation in the caudate nucleus, which has previously been identified as one of the most important regions implicated in instrumental learning and updating behavior (O'Doherty et al., 2004; King-Casas et al., 2005; Baumgartner et al., 2008; Waegeman et al., 2014) .
When contrasting proselfs vs prosocials in this whole brain contrast, no activation survived correction (FWE-corrected P value < 0.05). We, therefore, perform ROI analyses on the caudate (derived from Hammers et al., 2003) , the precuneus and the insula. Figure 5 shows the b values for the parametric modulation of trial number in these regions (GLM 2), revealing a significant greater effect for proselfs (compared with prosocials) in the former two. Figure 6 projects these significantly activated clusters on a standard brain for both the proself (Figure 6a ) and the prosocial (Figure 6b ) group.
We repeated the same whole brain and ROI analyses using the third GLM, which includes the learning term derived from the EWA model as a parametric modulator. The whole brain analysis does not reveal any regions that are significantly affected by experience learning. The ROI analyses, however, show that the effect of this parametric modulator on the BOLD signal Summary of all clusters where activation during the decision phase was significantly (whole brain FWE corrected P value < 0.05) modulated by trial number (coordinates are in MNI space). Only clusters with more than 100 voxels are shown.
BA, Brodmann area; L, left; R, right. in the caudate and precuneus differ significantly between prosocials and proselfs, with prosocials showing relatively less activation in these regions than proselfs (see Figure 7 ). This is consistent with the hypothesis that adopting a cooperative strategy based on previous experience (learning to trust) is less instrumental (i.e. less dependent on reinforcement and selfreferencing) for prosocials compared to proselfs. For prosocials, caudate and precuneus neural activity is negatively associated with experience based attraction towards cooperation. Thus, when deciding to cooperate, they seem to rely less on those regions, given their imprinted preference to seek out mutual cooperation. Updating their attraction to cooperation, conditional on the partner's strategy, is, therefore, likely to occur by a different mechanism that does not rely as much on either reinforcement learning (involving the caudate nucleus) or selfreferencing (involving the precuneus).
Discussion
The results contribute to the body of knowledge indicating that individuals with different social value orientations rely on different strategies to cooperate in social dilemmas. In line with previous findings the behavioral data show that, in a repeated sequential PD, first mover prosocials have an overall greater willingness to cooperate (they start out cooperating at a higher rate and they have faster reaction times). Proselfs, in this setting, are learning to cooperate because it is a strategy that pays off in the long run; their behavior converges with that of prosocials towards the end of the experiment. The fMRI data shed light on the underlying neural mechanism that may drive some of the difference in behavior between prosocials and proselfs. The initial greater willingness to cooperate of prosocials (relative to proselfs) was, in the current study, not associated with any notable difference in the pattern of brain activation. When it comes to reinforcement-based learning, however, the data are consistent with the hypothesis that proselfs (more than prosocials) are learning to cooperate by adapting their expectations of reciprocity instrumentally, relying on the caudate and precuneus.
As hypothesized, proselfs showed a substantially greater increase in neural activation in the caudate nucleus over time ( Figure 5 ). Furthermore, for proselfs, but not for prosocials, the caudate nucleus remains active when the attraction to the cooperative strategy is updated based on the accumulated (positive and negative) feedback throughout the experiment. The caudate nucleus has previously been shown to be the key structure involved in establishing stimulus-response contingencies (Packard and Knowlton, 2002; O'Doherty et al., 2004) . It becomes more active with perseveration and therefore plays an important role in the decision to either update behavior or maintain the status quo (Baumgartner et al., 2008; Smith-Collins et al., 2013; Waegeman et al., 2014) . In a repeated dyadic trust game, the caudate nucleus is reported to become increasingly activated as partners are gaining more experience with each other, with peak activity reported at the moment the investor anticipates positive reciprocation (King-Casas et al., 2005) . This instrumental trust by which expectations of reciprocity are formed is, in the current study, more pronounced for proselfs. For prosocials in the current experiment, caudate nucleus activation actually decreased with increasing experience (Figure 7) , suggesting that trust is not learned instrumentally, but perhaps an intrinsic feature that is adopted automatically from the start.
In addition to the differential activation of the caudate nucleus, the data also reveal that compared with prosocials, proselfs show a greater increase in precuneus activation as time progresses ( Figure 5 ) and a relative greater precuneus involvement in learning (Figure 7 ). The precuneus is activated when comparing the outcome of decisions for self and others, and plays an important role in solving social dilemma problems, especially for proselfs who rely more heavily on self-referencing to compute the strategy with the highest pay-off (Emonds et al., 2011) . Again, it makes sense that this region would become more active with time, and that activation of this region remains active for proselfs as they gain experience with the cooperative strategy: only at the end of the experiment do the proselfs have sufficient ground to establish positive expectations of reciprocity. At the onset of the experiment, they have no basis for comparison yet, and the role of the precuneus may be less salient (Emonds et al., 2014) .
In addition to the caudate and precuneus, the data reveal that the insula also becomes increasingly activated as time progresses, and this is equally true for prosocials as well as proselfs ( Table 2) . The insula has a well-established role in emotion processing, and its activation in the context of solving dilemmatype problems points to automatic processing (Kuo et al., 2009) . It is also activated when overcoming betrayal aversion (Aimone et al., 2014) , which is consistent with the current finding that decision latencies are decreasing with time and, that betrayal aversion is also steadily decreasing as positive expectations of reciprocity are formed. Considering that betrayal aversion is an important reason why prosocials might chose not to trust, it is not surprising that the increase in insula activation does not differ between prosocials and proselfs (see Figures 5 and 7) .
These data, revealing caudate, precuneus and insula activation in learning to cooperate, are particularly relevant in the light of a recent experiment by Watanabe et al. (2014) . These authors scanned participants that were supposedly embedded in a chain of reciprocal donations. The participant had to decide whether or not to donate a sum of money to the next individual in the chain (which was costly for the participant but beneficial for the other). In the first condition, the participant had received money from the previous person in the chain and decided to 'pay it forward' to the next one. This activated the caudate nucleus together with the insula, pointing to the involvement of emotions in cooperative decision making. In the second condition, the participant (regardless of what he or she had received previously) decided to donate money to the next person in the chain knowing that this person had a history of donating. In this 'reputation-based' condition, the caudate together with the precuneus were activated. Interestingly, we find that these two regions (precuneus and caudate) are more activated in proselfs, which is consistent with their strategic nature: if they are truly establishing the base-rate of reciprocity to solve repeated PD games, it is important that they learn the history of the cooperative behavior of returning partners.
Finally, the current findings also extend the results described by Smith-Collins et al. (2013) . These authors investigated how participants make decisions in a trust game where the same and new partners re-appear in consecutive rounds and feedback is given. They report that activation in the caudate is associated with successfully adapting behavior after being confronted with unexpected cooperation or betrayal, i.e. trusting after unexpected cooperation or distrusting after unexpected betrayal. While Smith-Collins et al. (2013) focus on the response towards an identifiable partner when group composition is changing, we show that trust-based learning (with increasing caudate activity over time) can also take place based on expectations of the entire group.
We also note limitations to the study. First fMRI data can be influenced by elements that are unrelated to the decisionmaking process, such as scanner drift (which tends to increase neural activity over time), fatigue or other effects that are only marginally related to the task. These extraneous factors call for caution in the interpretation of the results, but they cannot explain the differences that we observe between two groups that received the exact same treatment and only differed in personality.
A second limitation pertains to the experimental design and challenges the generalizability of the conclusions. While we decided a priori on 60% positive reciprocity (the level needed to sustain mutual cooperation in natural populations, see Introduction section), this rate also constraints what can be learned. Prosocials are more likely to cooperate when they sense their partners are cooperative (Kuhlman and Marshello, 1975) , so with a 60% cooperation rate, there is little left to be learned for them because their expectation of reciprocity is easily met (i.e. the feedback they receive in early rounds is sufficient to allow their cooperative norm to surface). Hence, the current experimental design cannot disentangle whether prosocials are not activating brain regions involved in instrumental learning and self-referencing because they truly differ in the way they integrate newly accumulated information in their utility function, or because their preconceived expectations of reciprocity did not differ substantially from reality. In contrast, proselfs, who are not inclined to cooperate naturally, still have a lot to learn before they can establish that trust is a selfserving strategy, and the data show the involvement of the caudate and precuneus. Hence, at least for proselfs, learning to trust is a commodity that they have acquired instrumentally.
An interesting avenue for future studies is to investigate if, and how, prosocials and proselfs differ when they are 'unlearning to cooperate', if reciprocity rates were 40% or lower. As mutual cooperation is potentially the most lucrative outcome for the first player in a sequential prisoner's dilemma game, we expect that proselfs would still need to rely on the same instrumental learning and self-reference processes to establish that the reciprocity rate is too poor to adopt a cooperative strategy. The interesting question is how prosocials would adapt their behavior in a pool of negative reciprocators. Being behavior assimilators, they are likely to also adapt to a defect strategy, but we do not know whether this change in behavior can be attributed to the same instrumental learning mechanism as proselfs. Given prosocials' strong egalitarian orientation and retaliatory nature, 'unlearning to cooperate' might reveal itself more in a neural signature that updates decision making emotionally rather than instrumentally. This would be consistent with findings that the breaches of fairness that cause punitive actions by prosocials are driven by amygdala and nucleus accumbens activation (Haruno et al., 2014) .
In sum, this is the first study to report on the neural basis by which individuals with different social values are forming expectations of reciprocity and thereby learning to cooperate when they experience 60% reciprocation in a transient pool of anonymous partners. While prosocials' decisions based on expectations are more automatic and change little over time, proselfs are learning to trust instrumentally, whereby they activate (more than prosocials) the caudate nucleus and the precuneus.
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